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Abstract
Many visual languages based on Euler diagrams have
emerged for expressing relationships between sets. The ex-
pressive power of these languages varies, but the major-
ity can only express statements involving unary relations
and, sometimes, equality. We present a new visual language
called Visual First Order Logic (VFOL) that was developed
from work on constraint diagrams which are designed for
software specification. VFOL is likely to be useful for soft-
ware specification, because it is similar to constraint dia-
grams, and may also fit into a Z-like framework. We show
that for every First Order Predicate Logic (FOPL) formula
there exists a semantically equivalent VFOL diagram. The
translation we give from FOPL to VFOL is natural and, as
such, VFOL could also be used to teach FOPL, for example.
1 Introduction
There is a growing interest in the use of languages based
on Euler diagrams for expressing and reasoning about log-
ical statements [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13]. The majority of
these languages are monadic (meaning they can only ex-
press statements involving unary relations) and, hence, very
limited in expressive power. Constraint diagrams [9] can
make statements involving binary relations (as well as unary
relations) and have been used to model object oriented soft-
ware systems [8, 10]. They have been designed to com-
plement the diagrammatic theme of the Unified Modeling
Language (UML). In this paper we present a new diagram-
matic language called Visual First Order Logic (VFOL) that
grew out of work on constraint diagrams. VFOL is likely to
be useful for software specification in the context of UML,
because it is similar to constraint diagrams, and may also fit
naturally into a Z-like framework. Another potential appli-
cation domain is for teaching logic to computer scientists.
In figure 1 there are two constraint diagrams. The aster-
isks, labelled s, represent universal quantification and the
nodes, labelled t, represent existential quantification. In or-
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Figure 1. Two constraint diagrams.
der to disambiguate the diagrams, a reading tree [5] is used
to indicate the order in which the quantifiers are to be inter-
preted. The reading trees both assert that s is read before t
and d1 expresses that A and B are disjoint, every element
in A is related to precisely one element, under the relation
r, which is in B. The diagrams d1 and d2 are examples of
unitary diagrams which can be joined together using logical
connectives such as ‘and’ and ‘or’.
In the constraint diagram language, it is difficult (if not
impossible) to express statements such as
A ∩B = ∅ ∧ ∀s ∈ A∃t ∈ B
{s}.r = {t} ∨ {s}.p = {t} (1)
where {s}.r (which is called a navigation expression) de-
notes the relational image of r when the domain is restricted
to {s} (similarly for {s}.p). One reason that (1) is difficult
to express is because of the disjunctive formula inside the
scope of the universal quantifier. The two diagrams in fig-
ure 1 can be taken in disjunction, giving d1 ∨ d2, to express
A ∩B = ∅ ∧ (∀s ∈ A∃t ∈ B {s}.r = {t}
∨ ∀s ∈ A∃t ∈ B{s}.p = {t}),
but this is not semantically equivalent to (1).
Constraint diagrams are good at expressing conjunctive
information inside unitary diagrams. All of the quantifica-
tion occurs inside unitary diagrams, which means that First
1
Order Predicate Logic (FOPL) sentences involving univer-
sal quantification followed by disjunctive formulae (such as
(1)) may not be realizable as constraint diagrams.
VFOL retains many features of constraint diagrams that
are useful for modelling software systems. In particular,
navigation expressions can still be made in VFOL. In order
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Figure 2. A VFOL diagram.
to represent relations that have arity three or greater we use
multi-sourced arrows and quantification is an explicit oper-
ation which does not appear symbolically within a (unitary)
diagram. Performing quantification outside diagrams also
removes the need for reading trees to accompany the dia-
grams: the order of quantification is automatically explicit.
An example of a VFOL diagram is shown in figure 2, which
is semantically equivalent to statement (1) above. Unlike
constraint diagrams, in VFOL distinct nodes do not neces-
sarily denote distinct elements. This is similar to the in-
terpretation of constant sequences in Euler/Venn diagrams:
distinct constant sequences do not necessarily denote dis-
tinct individuals [13].
The syntax of VFOL and FOPL are given in section 2.
The semantics of VFOL and FOPL are specified in section 3
and in section 4 we map FOPL formulae to semantically
equivalent VFOL diagrams.
2. Syntax
2.1. An Alphabet
In this section, we introduce an alphabet that will be
common to VFOL and FOPL. Firstly, we have a countably
infinite set of variables, V = {x1, x2, ...}. We define a
set of function symbols, F = {f1, f2, ...}, and a set of
relation symbols, R = {r1, r2, ...}. These two sets may
be finite. A function α : F ∪ R → N returns the arity
of each symbol. Relation symbols have arity at least one.
Every variable is a term. If fi is a function symbol and
t1, ..., tα(fi) are terms then fi(t1, ..., tα(fi)) is a term. The
set of terms is denoted T .
In this paper, we will use symbols of the form fi and ri
in our examples. We expect users of the notation will prefer
to choose sensible names for their functions and relations.
2.2. Syntax of VFOL
Relation symbols with arity one, R1 = {ri ∈ R :
α(ri) = 1}, will be used to label contours, and we call
them given contour labels. Function symbols with arity 0,
F0 = {fi ∈ F : α(fi) = 0}, are constants. The remaining
relation and function symbols will be used to label arrows.
A special symbol, U , represents the universal set.
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Figure 3. Two VFOL diagrams.
Example 2.1 The diagram d1 in figure 3 contains one given
contour, labelled r1. The other two contours are derived
contours which represent the image of a relation or func-
tion under certain restrictions. The function symbol f1 has
arity 0 and is, therefore, a constant. Locating f1 inside r1
expresses that f1 ∈ r1. The arrow sourced on r1, labelled
with the unary function symbol f2, targets a derived con-
tour. This arrow expresses that r1.f2 (the image of f2 when
the domain is restricted to r1) is disjoint from r1. This
derived contour is labelled with the navigation expression
r1.f2. The arrow labelled with the binary relation symbol
r2 expresses that f1.r2 equals r1.r3. By the use of shading
we have expressed that r1.r3 is disjoint from r1.f2.
Derived contour labels allow us to talk about the image
of a relation or function without using arrows. These labels
provide an efficiency and flexibility of notation that was not
present in constraint diagrams (where derived contours are
never labelled). To make statements about the image in con-
straint diagrams, one had to first construct the image using
sequences of arrows. The benefits of our new approach be-
come apparent when constructing complex navigation ex-
pressions.
In the example above, in d1 the derived contour la-
bel r1.f2 is redundant, since the arrow targeting r1.f2 is
sourced on r1 and labelled f2. We will not force users of
the notation to label derived contours, unless a label is es-
sential for the interpretation of the diagram. For example,
d2 in figure 3 contains a derived contour with label r1.r3.
Without this label, we could not interpret d2 in a first or-
der manner. The other derived contour in d2 has not been
labelled, since it represents the set (r1.r3).f2. For space
reasons, we omit the conditions under which a derived con-
tour label is required, but they are similar to the readability
criteria given for constraint diagrams in [5].
Further examples of derived contour labels are {x}.f2
and ({x} × r1).f3 where f3 is a binary function symbol.
From these simple derived contour labels we can construct
more complex expressions, such as (({x} × r1).f3).f2. In
order to formally define derived contour labels, we start
with the set DC0 = {r : r ∈ R1 ∪T }∪{U}. The elements
of DC0 are not derived contour labels but are essential for
our inductive definition below.
1. If f is a function symbol in F −F0 and D1, ..., Dα(f)
are in DCi then ((D1 × ...×Dα(f)).f) is in DCi+1.
2. If r is a relation symbol inR−R1 andD1, ..., Dα(r)−1
are in DCi then ((D1 × ...×Dα(r)−1).r) is in DCi+1.
3. Every element of DCi is in DCi+1.
The set of derived contour labels is
DC =
⋃
n∈N
DCn −DC0.
We define CL = R1 ∪ DC to be the set of contour labels.
The definition of DC could be simplified if we went against
convention and defined the arity of each function symbol
to be the number of inputs plus 1: we could treat relation
symbols and function symbols in the same way. This is also
the case for several other definitions given later in the paper.
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Figure 4. Multi-sourced arrows and equality.
Example 2.2 The diagram d1 in figure 4 contains a func-
tion label f3 that has arity 2. The arrow has two sources and
the order in which these are read is indicated by labelling
the arrow. The diagram expresses that r1 ∩ r4 = ∅ and
(r1 × r4).f3 = f2(x), where x is a variable which is free
in d1. Here, in our informal explanation, we have identified
f2(x) with {f2(x)}.
The arrows in a diagram can be sourced and targeted on
terms, contours and the rectangle which encloses the dia-
gram. In our formal syntax, this rectangle is denoted by U
and represents the universal set. We define the set of sources
and targets of the arrows to be AST = T ∪ CL ∪ {U}. Ar-
rows are defined as follows.
1. If f is a function symbol in F−F0, s ∈ AST α(f) and
t ∈ AST then (f, s, t) is an arrow.
2. If r is a relation symbol in R −R1, s ∈ AST α(r)−1
and t ∈ AST then (r, s, t) is an arrow.
The set of all arrows is denoted AR. The label of arrow
(l, s, t) is l, the source is s and the target is t; the compo-
nents of s are the elements of the set Com(s) = {ai : s =
(a1, ..., an) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
We assume that the sets T , F , R, DC, AR, and {U} are
pairwise disjoint.
Example 2.3 The diagram d2, in figure 4, expresses that
f1 = f2(x), by the use of a pair of parallel straight line
segments, like an equals sign. We say that f1 and f2(x)
are identified. Similarly, x 6= f4 and we say that x and
f4 are separated. The term f2(x) has a location that con-
sists of two zones. In a drawn diagram, a zone can be de-
scribed by a two-way partition of the contour label set. In
our formalization, a zone is an ordered pair of disjoint sets
of contour labels, (a, b), where a contains the zone and b
excludes the zone. The diagram d2 expresses that f2(x) is
in r1 or U − r1. Since f2(x) = f1, we can deduce from
d2 that f2(x) ∈ U − r1. Finally, d2 contains a dashed ar-
row. Dashed arrows, which are not part of the constraint
diagram language, allow us to represent partial information.
In the particular case here, the arrow expresses that {x}.r2
includes f1. In other words, x is related to (at least) f1 under
r2.
We are now in a position to define unitary diagrams.
Definition 2.1 A unitary diagram is a tuple
d = 〈CL, T, SA,DA,Z, SZ, λ, ι, σ〉
whose component parts are as follows.
1. CL ⊆ CL is a finite set of contour labels.
2. T ⊆ T is a finite set of terms.
3. SA ⊆ AR is a finite set of solid arrows and DA ⊆
AR is a finite set of dashed arrows such that each ar-
row (l, s, t) ∈ SA ∪ DA satisfies Com(s) ∪ {t} ⊆
CL ∪ T ∪ {U}.
4. Z ⊆ {(a, b) : a ∪ b = CL ∧ a ∩ b = ∅} is a set of
zones.
5. SZ ⊆ Z is a set of shaded zones.
6. A function λ : T → PZ − {∅} returns the location of
each term.
7. A relation ι ⊆ T × T . We say that terms t1 and t2 are
identified in d if (t1, t2) ∈ ι or (t2, t1) ∈ ι.
8. A relation σ ⊆ T × T . We say that terms t1 and t2 are
separated in d if (t1, t2) ∈ σ or (t2, t1) ∈ σ.
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Figure 5. A compound diagram.
Unitary diagrams form the basic building blocks of com-
pound diagrams.
Example 2.4 The compound diagram in figure 5 expresses
that the relation r2 is anti-symmetric when restricted to A.
To allow us to quantify over sets outside unitary dia-
grams, we define set expressions. Any contour label (given
or derived) is a set expression and U is a set expression. If
A and B are set expressions then (A◦B) is a set expression
where ◦ ∈ {∪,∩,−}.
Definition 2.2 A diagram is defined as follows. A unitary
diagram is a diagram. If d1 and d2 are diagrams then ¬d1
and (d1 ◦ d2) where ◦ ∈ {∨,∧,⇒,⇔} are diagrams. Ad-
ditionally, if xi is a variable and A is a set expression then
(∀xi ∈ A) d1 and (∃xi ∈ A) d1 are diagrams.
2.3. Syntax of FOPL
We briefly summarize the syntax of FOPL. The variables
and terms are elements of V and T respectively. Atomic
formulae are of two kinds. If s and t are terms then
(s = t) is an atomic formula. If r is a relation symbol
and t1, ..., tα(r) are terms then r(t1, ..., tα(r)) is an atomic
formula. Formulae are of four kinds. Atomic formulae are
formulae. If p and q are formulae then ¬p and (p ◦ q) are a
formulae where ◦ ∈ {∨,∧,⇒,⇔}. Additionally, if xi is a
variable then ∃xi p and ∀xi p are formulae.
3. Semantics
So far, we have given the syntax of VFOL and FOPL. We
shall assume the standard semantic interpretation of FOPL
formulae (see, for example, [2]). In VFOL, we briefly note
that contour labels represent sets, terms represent elements
(although in our formalization they represent singleton sets)
and arrow labels represent relations or functions. An arrow,
together with its source and target, represents a property of
the relation or function represented by its label. We note
that dashed arrows are syntactic sugar. This section formal-
izes the semantics.
Definition 3.1 A structure, S, is a non-empty set U , called
the domain of S, together with a single element subset of
U for each f ∈ F0, a function S(f) : Uα(f) → U for each
f ∈ F − F0, and a relation S(r) ⊆ Uα(r) for each r ∈ R.
Arrows give information about the image of a relation
(or function) when the domain is restricted to the (set repre-
sented by) the arrows source.
Definition 3.2 Let U denote the universal set and let f be
a function. The image of f is the set
im(f) = {aα(f)+1 : ∃a1, ..., aα(f) (a1, ..., aα(f)+1) ∈ f}.
Let A be a subset of Uα(f). We define A.f to be the image
of f with the domain restricted to A: A.f = im(f |A). Let
r be a relation. We define the image of r to be
im(r) = {aα(r) : ∃a1, ..., aα(r)−1 (a1, ..., aα(r)) ∈ r}.
Let A be a subset of Uα(r)−1. We define the image of r with
the domain restricted to A to be
A.r = im(r ∩ (A× U)).
We wish to identify when a structure satisfies a VFOL
diagram. In order to do so, we will interpret the component
parts of the diagram, illustrated in the following example.
Example 3.1 Let S be a structure and consider the dia-
grams in figure 4. Some components of d1 are interpreted
in S: S(r1), S(r4), S(f3) and S(f2). We interpret U as the
universal set: S(U) = U . The term f2(x) is located outside
both r1 and r4 and we associate with d1 a terms condition:
{x}.S(f2) ⊆ S(U)− (S(r1) ∪ S(r4)).
The solid arrow expresses
(S(r1)× S(r4)).S(f3) = {x}.S(f2)
and this is called the solid arrows condition. The placement
of r1 and r4 expresses that S(r1) ∩ S(r4) = ∅. To capture
this, we define the plane tiling condition, which asserts that
the union of the sets represented by the zones is the univer-
sal set. For d1, the plane tiling condition is:
(S(U)−(S(r1)∪S(r4)))∪(S(r1)∩(S(U)−S(r4)))∪
(S(r4) ∩ (S(U)− S(r1))) = S(U).
In d2, the dashed arrow expresses {x}.S(r2) ⊇ S(f1).
The terms f1 and f2(x) are identified, which asserts
S(f1) = {x}.S(f2). Separated terms denote distinct ele-
ments (strictly, singleton sets), so {x} 6= S(f4). Addition-
ally, d2 has the terms condition
{x} ⊆ S(U)− S(r1) ∧ S(f4) ⊆ S(U)− S(r1)
∧ S(f1) ⊆ S(U)− S(r1) ∧ {x}.S(f2) ⊆ S(U).
To facilitate the construction of a set of conditions that
will allow us to determine whether a structure is a model
for a diagram , we overload S. The result will include sym-
bolic statements since, in general, the overloading contains
uninterpreted variables.
Definition 3.3 Let S be a structure with domain U . We
overload S and define the following.
1. Universe: S(U) = U .
2. Set expressions: If A ◦ B is a set expression where
◦ ∈ {∪,∩,−} then S(A ◦B) = (S(A) ◦ S(B)).
3. Variables: for each xi ∈ V , S(xi) = {xi}.
4. Terms: for each t ∈ T , if t is a constant or vari-
able then S(t) is already defined. Otherwise t is of
the form fi(t1, ..., tα(fi)) for some fi ∈ F − F0 and
terms t1, ..., tα(fi) and we define
S(t) = ((S(t1)× ...× S(tα(fi))).S(fi)).
5. Derived contour labels: let D be a derived contour
label. Then D is of the form ((D1 × ... ×Dn).g) and
we define S(D) recursively:
S(D) = ((S(D1)× ...× S(Dn)).S(g)).
6. Zones: for each zone (a, b) we define
S(a, b) =
⋂
l∈a
S(l) ∩ (S(U)−
⋃
l∈b
S(l)).
We define the union (intersection) over the empty set to
be the empty set (the domain).
7. Sets of zones: for each set of zones, Z , S(Z) =⋃
(a,b)∈Z
S(a, b).
Definition 3.4 Let d be a diagram. The semantics predi-
cate, denoted Pd(S), for d is defined as follows. If d is a
unitary diagram then Pd(S) is the conjunction of the fol-
lowing conditions.
1. Terms Condition Terms denote elements (strictly, sin-
gleton sets) in the sets represented by their locations:∧
t∈T
S(t) ⊆ S(λ(t)).
2. Solid Arrows Condition Each solid arrow expresses
that, when the domain is restricted to the source, the
image of the label equals the target:∧
(l,s,t)∈SA
S(s).S(l) = S(t).
3. Dashed Arrows Condition Each dashed arrow ex-
presses that, when the domain is restricted to the
source, the image of the label is a superset of the tar-
get: ∧
(l,s,t)∈DA
S(s).S(l) ⊇ S(t).
4. Plane Tiling Condition The union of the sets repre-
sented by the zones is the universal set:⋃
z∈Z
S(z) = S(U).
5. Shading Condition The sets represented by shaded
zones contain only elements represented by terms in
the diagram: ∧
z∈SZ
S(z) ⊆
⋃
t∈T
S(t).
6. Equality Condition Terms that are identified represent
the same elements:∧
(ti,tj)∈ι
S(ti) = S(tj).
7. Distinctness Condition Terms that are separated rep-
resent distinct elements:∧
(ti,tj)∈σ
S(ti) 6= S(tj).
If d = ¬d1 for some d1 then Pd(S) = ¬Pd1(S). If
d = (d1 ◦ d2) for some d1, d2 and ◦ ∈ {∨,∧,⇒,⇔} then
Pd(S) = (Pd1(S) ◦ Pd2(S)). If d = (Qxi ∈ A) d1 for
some Q ∈ {∀, ∃}, variable xi and set expression A then
Pd(S) = (Qxi ∈ S(A))Pd1(S). If Pd(S) is true then S is
a model for d.
4. Mapping from FOPL to VFOL
A FOPL formula and a VFOL diagram are semantically
equivalent when they have the same models. In order to
show that FOPL is at most as expressive as VFOL we will
map formulae to semantically equivalent diagrams. For ex-
ample, the FOPL formula, p,
∃x∃y ¬(x = y)⇒ (r1(x) ∧ r4(x, y, z))
is semantically equivalent to the diagram in figure 6. There
is an obvious mapping from the atomic parts of p to the
unitary parts of the diagram.
Definition 4.1 Define a function, E , which maps formula p
to diagram d as follows.
x r 4⇒y
r 1 x
y
y∃x∃ U∈ U∈
z1 2∧¬ x
Figure 6. Mapping FOPL to VFOL.
1. p is atomic. Then p can be one of three types and
E(p) = d is a unitary diagram. In each case we only
specify the non-empty components of d.
(a) p is of the form (s = t) for terms s and t.
The terms are T = {s, t}. The zones are
Z = {(∅, ∅)}. The locations of the terms are
λ(s) = Z and λ(t) = Z. The terms are identi-
fied, τ = {(s, t)}.
(b) p is of the form r(t) for some r ∈ R1 and term
t. The labels are CL = {r}. The terms are T =
{t}. The zones areZ = {({r}, ∅), (∅, {r})}. The
location of the term is λ(t) = {({r}, ∅)}.
(c) p is of the form r(t1, ..., tα(r)) for some r ∈
R − R1 and terms t1, ..., tα(r). The terms
are T = {t1, ..., tα(r)}. The zones are Z =
{(∅, ∅)}. The dashed arrows are DA =
{(r, (t1, ..., tα(r)−1), tα(r))}. The locations of
the terms are, for each ti (1 ≤ i ≤ α(r))
λ(ti) = {(∅, ∅)}.
2. p is of the form¬q where q is a formula.E(p) = ¬E(q).
3. p is of the form (q ◦ s) where q and s are formulae and
◦ ∈ {∨,∧,⇒,⇔}. E(p) = (E(q) ◦ E(s)).
4. p is of the form Qxi q where Q ∈ {∀,∃}, xi is a vari-
able and q is a formula. E(p) = (Qxi ∈ U) E(q).
Theorem 4.1 Any formula f is semantically equivalent to
E(f).
5. Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced VFOL which is capable
of expressing any FOPL formula. We anticipate that VFOL
will be useful for software specification and may also be
useful for teaching logic and reasoning. An invariant we
may wish to write when modelling a video rental store can
be seen in figure 7. The diagram asserts that people can only
borrow copies from stores they have joined.
We are developing a set of sound and complete reason-
ing rules for VFOL. Some of these rules will transform a
diagram into a semantically equivalent diagram whose uni-
tary parts correspond to atomic formulae. We plan to write
p∀ P e r s o n∈
p
P e r s o n
S t o r e
C o p yc a n B o r r o w
j o i n e d c o l l e c t i o n
Figure 7. Specifying Software Systems.
diagrammatic versions of FOPL rules to give a complete set
for VFOL and also extend to a second order language.
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